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ABSTRACT
Invitro cultured cells are showing potential advantage in assay for evaluation of Safety, efficacy, toxicity of drug
candidates. These Invitro cell based assays show two major applications in drug discovery process namely;
Investigation of seed molecule and Assessment of safety. They are designed to evaluate safety and toxicity in
single organs, but the in vivo pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the administered drug candidates have
not been considered. So an evaluating system interconnecting cell cultures is required. Accordingly, the
in vitro ADME-Tox culture system known as ADME-Tox culture system has been proposed. This current review
article deals with advantages, disadvantages of organs on chip and their current availability and its applications.
KEYWORDS: Seed molecule, ADME-Tox culture system, organs on chip, Invitro cell based assay.
INTRODUCTION
The process of drug development begins with target
screening for effective treatment of target disease. After
undergoing clinical trials, the drug is considered for
approval by regulatory agencies. The entire process takes
very long period, e.g., more than 15 years, and may cost
more than 100 billion rupees. Testing on cell cultures in
petri dishes do not allow to prove the efficiency of a new
therapy: cells do not react as they would in the human
body when outside of their natural environment. In vitro
cellular assays have emerged as a method for improving
the efficiency of this process. They have two main
applications in the drug discovery process: searching for
a compound that is effective against the target disease
(seed investigation) and confirmation of safety during
use of the identified compounds (safety assessment).
Organs on chip: cell cultures, often in 3D, that use
microfluidics to reproduce the way a tissue or part of an
organ work. Organ on chip research already allowed to
create many microfluidic chips that can partially simulate
organ function: liver, lungs, gut, etc… and even tumors
on chip. Multi-organs on chip could also allow us to
witness the side effects of certain drugs on different
organs.
Advantages of Organ on Chip technology
 Low cost of manufacturing
 Allows testing a wide range of concentration in the
dosage of medicine.
 Due to its three-dimensional aspect, compared to
petri dishes, the micro-environment of human cells
(oxygen levels, temperature, pH…) is better
reproduced inside a chip.
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Use of microfluidics, makes these chips an
interesting and innovative solution for research.
They are easy to use, portable, small sized and can
undergo mass production.

Disadvantages of Organ on Chip technology
 The quality of analysis can be affected by the
adsorption of products on the inner linings.
 The Reynolds number will always remain small, the
flow remain laminar not favouring mixing.
Different Organs on Chip
Liver on Chip
Liver cells are most difficult to keep alive in a petridish
which makes its necessity to develop Liver on chip for
research on new medicine. Many potential treatments fail
before animal testing phase due to hepatotoxicity. ChenTa et al.[15] have recreated, on a microfluidic chip, a lover
lobule which is the functional unit of the liver, by
dielectrophoresis. This lobule consists in liver cells and
endothelial cells. The main advantage of the liver on chip
is its capacity to replicate microscopic details, for more
reliable tests.[16] The liver on chip becomes most
important as of all bigger multi organs on a chip. Poly Di
Methyl Siloxane is mostly used, it can sometimes absorb
small hydrophobic compounds as well as some medicine
which can skew results, whereas newly discovered
polymers based on polyurethane do not show this fault.
The longevity of these livers on chip rarely exceeds two
weeks, so it is difficult of measure liver responses for
long term studies in new treatments.
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Brain on Chip
A small part of brain, blood brain barrier has been
reproduced on chip with research. Blood brain barrier
protects brain from all the pathogens in the blood flow
and only lets through the nutrients the brain needs, this
barrier can be a problem for some drug treatments
because it bars some active sites from accessing the
brain. The advantage of brain on chip over other in vivo
and in vitro models comes from more realistic
dimensions and geometry. Those microfluidic chips
allow to test the flow of a physiological fluid on the
epithelium.[29] This flow mimics the blood flow and
allows the brain cells proper differentiation and
maturation. Brains on chips have proved more accurate
than static cultures to predict permeability of the bloodbrain barrier.[30,31]
Lungs on Chip
It is unable to mimic an entire lung on a microfluidic
chip. However, Huh et al.[11] have reproduced the
smallest functional unit in the lung i.e function of an
alveolo-capillary membrane. That organ is vital to test
new medicine as it acts as the physical barrier. In order
to reproduce this membrane, Polydiméthylsiloxane
(PDMS) was used, covered in collagen for a better cell
adherence, separating epithelial cells in contact with the
air on one side, and endothelial cells in contact with a
fluid made of nutrients in lieu of blood, on the other. The
experiment was also conducted by Jain et al.[12] by using
blood instead of a nutrient fluid, in order to get as close
as possible to a real lung. Along this microfluidic
channel run two empty micro-channels, in order to
reproduce the compression cycle that the alveolocapillary membrane undergoes during breathing.
Gut on Chip
Kim et al.[33] developed a two-layers gut on chip
system, it allowed to re-create the mechanical tension,
simulating peristaltic movement. She collected stem cells
from a patient with digestive issues, and developed a gut
on chip to study its response to certain types of food and
new treatments. The gut is a key organ for the absorption
of medicine, and these breakthroughs would help us
better understand these issues and fast forward research.
Applications
 Organs on chips could prove extremely useful in a
future where they are more than a research subject to
become a research tool.
 These cell cultures allow, with the help of
microfluidic technology, to mimic the microenvironment of cells in the human body.
 These chips could become incredible research
accelerators, and they could become the default preclinical testing solution which would replace animal
testing.
 It is possible to recreate each patient on a cell with
their induced pluripotent stem cells and directly test
the treatment on the cells, in order to adapt the
dosage paving for personalized medicine.
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Organs on chips will allow to fight against cancer by
helping to develop new treatments.

CONCLUSION
Evaluation of safety of medicines in humans, it is
necessary to conduct preclinical trails. However, species
difference is one of the problems that cannot be
overcome by animal experiments; thus, systems that
reflect human pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
are anticipated for a long time. In recent years, with the
progress of cell culture technology, various culture
systems including the organs-on-a-chip system, have
been proposed.[39] In order to widely and effectively
utilize the organs-on-a-chip systems in drug development
process, establishing cell quality standards guaranteeing
their reproducibility and robustness is needed. Further
studies of the quality control of cells mounted in the
organ unit of organs-on-a-chip systems are needed for
the enhancement of organs-on-a-chip system application
to the drug development process.
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